Abstract-Caching popular content at the wireless edge promises performance benefits as well as business perspectives. In this paper, we study the following arrangement: a mobile network operator (MNO) pre-installs memory on its wireless equipment, sets a price, and invites a unique content provider (CP) to invest. The CP leases memory space and places its content; the MNO then associates network users to stations, aiming for offloading CP traffic or not. We formulate an optimization problem, which maximizes offloading with minimum leasing costs for the CP. This is an NP-hard mixed-integer non-linear optimization problem. We present an iterative exact solution using Generalized Benders decomposition into a content-related master problem and a user-association slave problem. Master is integer linear. Slave is convex for various association policies, including: 1) jointhe-closest cache and 2) cache-aware association. For slave, we introduce a distributed exact solution, named generalized bucket-filling. Extensive simulations illustrate the performance benefits under different association policies. The solution helps to determine the optimal leasing price for the MNO, and the optimal investment budget for the CP. As a general conclusion, both actors profit when the MNO association supports CP decisions.
I. INTRODUCTION
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/JSAC. 2018.2844986 are on the receiving end of the content requests. Large CPs such as Youtube or Netflix store their data in huge data centers. For such a CP, a steep increase in data demand can be handled by massive infrastructure investments, i.e. upgrade of the data center capacity as well as installation of higher capacity data links to the surrounding network.
A recently studied alternative that benefits both actors is to equip wireless nodes with caches (see [4] - [8] ). The main purpose of cache memory installation is to ease backhaul traffic and its processing at the data centers by handling content requests from intermediate caches placed at the edge or inside the core network. This way, the total backbone traffic is reduced and user Quality of Service (QoS) can be improved because cached content is downloaded with less delay from sources closer to the user. Thus, caching is of interest to both the MNOs as well as the CPs.
We consider a scenario in which an MNO has constructed and physically maintains memories at Cached Base Stations (CBSs). The caches are destined to store the multimedia content of a certain CP. We claim that the CP should be in charge of managing the edge-cache memories for the following reasons: The CP usually transfers data to wireless users via secure connections [9] , e.g. https [10] , so that the intermediate MNO cannot recognize requests and serve them from local caches. Furthermore, content placement policies may depend on spatio-temporal popularity data that only the CP can gather and use.
The MNO profits from edge-caching though the congestion reduction, but also requires a financial recompensation for its storage installation investment. It makes three strategic decisions: MNO-1) How much storage space to install at each CBS? MNO-2) Which price to set for the leasing of one cache unit? MNO-3) Which user association policy to pursue? The user association policy is critical as will be shown later.
The CP has its own data centers to store its own content, so that it needs a good reason to make use of the MNO caching infrastructure. Its motivation comes from savings in the CP's operation through cache utilitzation: Each time a userrequest for some CP-owned content is served through an edge cache memory, it can be delivered in high quality. At the same time, traffic towards the CP's data center is reduced. For the CP to harvest these savings, it should compensate the MNO financially. MNO's strategic decisions. The CP wants to lease sufficient cache space and place its content so that the savings exceed the cache leasing costs. The two types of decisions that the CP takes are: CP-1) How much cache space to lease from the MNO at each CBS? CP-2) Which content to place into the leased caches? For the decisions to be optimal, they need to be based on the estimated spatio-temporal popularity of the CP's content. Although demand statistics evolve over time, one can consider time windows during which the system parameters can be assumed static. For example, the pre-fetching of content can take place periodically during off-peak hours [11] . The interactions between CP and MNO are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The MNO's user association policy plays a crucial role in deriving benefits from edge-caching. On the one hand, signal strength is vital for wireless transmission. On the other hand, there is no caching gain when users are associated to CBSs not caching the requested content. Due to the association policy, the interaction between the CP and the MNO goes beyond a simple market relation of supply and demand. To clarify this, we consider the following two possibilities.
Policy 1: Standard Association (CLOSEST):
The MNO associates each wireless user to the geographically closest CBS. This is the conventional policy in cellular networks that only takes signal quality (through distance) into account. Here, the interaction between CP and MNO is restricted to leasing and placement because the user association is independent of CP actions.
Policy 2: Cache-aware Association (OPT): Such MNO association policy allows for more user requests to be served by the caches. If users can be associated to any single wireless node among those with sufficient signal quality, then each user has potential access to the union of sets of files cached in all covering stations. It is then beneficial for the CP to cache different sets of content in neighboring nodes. The MNO should associate users to CBSs in such a way that content requests are matched to the cached content. Here, association needs to be a function of the placement decisions. A further discussion on this matter follows in Remark 1, Section III-D.
The contributions of this work are summarized as follows: • We formulate a mixed integer Network Utility Maximization (NUM) problem that aims to maximize the CP's caching benefits given the user association policy. The leasing and caching decisions are discrete, taken by the CP. The user association decision variables are fractional and can be determined by MNO-CP interaction.
• As solution technique, we introduce generalized Benders decomposition of the NUM into Master and Slave subproblems which converges to the global optimum. One of its main advantages, aside optimality, is that it allows the separation of the user association problem (Slave) from the cache leasing and content placement problem (Master) in an iterative solution process. The technique is completely original for solving NUM edge-caching problems with nonlinear utilities.
• The Master sub-problem is mixed-integer-linear and numerically tractable by commercial solvers. The Slave subproblem is convex under various association policies, including CLOSEST and OPT. We introduce a distributed solution for the Slave, based on its Augmented Lagrangian. The novel algorithm that calculates the optimal user association is computationally very efficient, and is named Generalized Bucket-Filling.
• We provide extensive evaluation of the optimal leasing and content placement for linear and concave objective functions. The evaluated metrics are the (weighted) hit ratio and the network throughput; the latter depends on channel conditions. The hit probability or load-balancing benefits depend on the chosen association policy. Traffic offloading is more profitable when the MNO takes content placement into account (OPT), compared to content-agnostic strategies (CLOSEST).
• Our evaluations can derive the optimal price that the MNO should set for its revenue maximization. Furthermore, they can suggest appropriate investment budget for the CP to attain a target hit-ratio.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we survey relevant literature to our problem. The system model is developed in Section III where we also state the general mixed integer NUM problem. The general solution based on Benders decomposition is provided in Section IV. Special formulations of the problem with linear or separable concave objective functions as well as different association policies (CLOSEST, OPT) are presented in Section V. The section also includes alternative performance metrics, such as wireless throughput. Section VI presents the Generalized Bucket-Filling algorithm for solving the convex Slave in a distributed way, and provides a proof of optimality. Extensive numerical evaluation of problem variations and analysis of the findings is given in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes our work.
II. RELATED LITERATURE
There is extensive literature on the advantages of caching in wireless networks. An important body of work concerns the joint edge-cache placement and wireless user association problem. One can identify two different content placement approaches: dynamic caching [6] , [8] , [12] - [18] , and prefetching [4] , [5] , [7] , [10] , [11] , [19] - [21] . This work falls into the second category. Within the prefetching literature, some works have considered probabilistic cache placement [5] , [22] while others study it in a deterministic way [4] , [8] , [23] . User association is either performed to the closest station [7] or more involved policies are applied that allow users to access content that is cached in all covering CBSs [4] , [5] , [8] , [23] .
More specifically, the original FemtoCaching problem (Shanmugam et al. [4] ) assumes a bipartite connectivity graph of potential user associations. The aim is to place content such that user delay is minimized. However, the work does not consider the traffic loads at the femto caches and no specific user association policy is proposed. Baştug et al. [7] randomly place CBSs on the plane and users are associated to the closest station. They use metrics of outage probability and average delivery rate to analyse the performance of caching the most popular content. Poularakis et al. [11] maximize the hit ratio by means of integer optimization. They introduce a bandwidth constraint limiting the number of users that can be connected to each cellular station. In their work, an approximation scheme for hit ratio maximization is provided. Naveen et al. [19] provide an optimal placement and user association scheme with fractional content placement. Dehghan et al. [20] also develop an approximation algorithm for the content placement problem minimizing network delay. Their model controls whether users should be routed through a cached or an uncached path. The users on a cached path are always associated to the closest cache storing the content. Błaszczyszyn and Giovanidis [5] develop a probabilistic content placement policy which maximizes the hit ratio by profiting from multi-coverage. Fully distributed content placement strategies that use LRU variations for multi-coverage are proposed in [15] . In previous work [1] , we optimize the user association assuming that content is already placed in caches. Tuholukova et al. [24] investigate optimal content placement for joint transmission schemes in small cell networks. Other works on CoMP include [25] and [26] . Liu et al. [21] develop a distributed content placement algorithm for different transmission schemes. Alfano et al. [27] include power control issues in this general problem.
The business aspects of edge-caching with its potentials and limitations are comprehensively discussed by Paschos et al. [9] . Cache leasing schemes have been approached from a competitive [28] , [29] and a cooperative [8] , [30] perspective. In the latter work, Poularakis et al. propose offloading of backhaul traffic to local caches jointly optimizing caching incentive, content placement and routing policies. However, their Lagrangian based solution does not converge to the global optimum due to weak duality (see [31, p. 143] ) and other solution techniques are necessary to solve the problem optimally. Araldo et al. [10] and Dehghan et al. [17] investigate blind cache splitting between several CPs. The partitioning of the caches remains under the control of the internet service provider, while the CPs are allowed to establish secure connections between caches and users. Liu et al. [21] develop a cache leasing system for small base stations within the framework of contract theory without considering optimal content placement. In the context of ICN, joint cache partitioning and resource allocation has been proposed recently [32] .
For the solution of our optimization problem we will use Generalized Benders decomposition. In the context of Content Delivery Networks, Bektaş et al. [33] use linear Benders decomposition for joint placement and routing problems with binary variables. The main difference to our work is that we treat a wireless network and we solve mixed-integer non-linear NUM problems that also includes leasing aspects. The decomposition in our paper has a natural business interpretation. Other works in the wireless networking literature that use the Benders decomposition technique in a different context include [34] and [35] . For an application to optical networks (see [36] ).
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Cache Leasing and Content Placement
We consider a cellular communications network with a finite set M of CBSs. Each CBS m is equipped with k m memory units of size b MU (in MBytes, e.g. 1000) which the CP can lease. Leasing and placement decisions are taken at the beginning of a long time window (and stay fixed throughout) during which content popularity statistics are assumed static. Denoting the decision variable of how many cache units to lease (see CP-1) at m by z m ∈ Z ≥0 , the bounded availability of memory gives the constraint set
The vector of the cache leasing variables is z = (z m ) m∈M . Having leased cache space at the CBSs, the CP places content from a finite object catalog F into the caches (see CP-2). The decision to store content f in the cache of m will set the variable x m,f to 1, otherwise x m,f = 0. The vector of content placement variables is x = (x m,f ) m∈M,f ∈F . Each file has a given file size b f (in MBytes), and all file-sizes are known. The limited capacity of the leased cache space gives the second constraint set
For convenience, we define the set of feasible tuples of leasing and placement vectors as
(1), (2) .
B. Wireless Environment and User Association 1) Coverage Cells:
Our communications model is the following: Each CBS has a planar 2D coverage cell. Users covered by a CBS receive a radio signal strong enough to be potentially associated to it. Coverage cells may overlap, thus offering the users multiple options for service from covering CBSs. However, we do not allow simultaneous service by more than one station, i.e. cooperative service is not possible.
2) Network Regions:
The network area is partitioned into a set of regions. All positions in each region are assumed to experience the same radio conditions with respect to fading and interference. Furthermore, the MNO has a user association policy Π that allows for users in region s to potentially be associated to any CBS in
With the traditional policy join-the-closest-station (CLOSEST), M(s) is just the closest covering station. For the OPT policy, to be defined later, M(s) is the set of covering CBSs. In general, for policy Π, the set of regions is denoted by S Π (see Fig. 2 ).
3) Content Popularity: For each region s ∈ S Π and each content f ∈ F, the expected number of users in s requesting f is considered to be known. It is denoted by N s,f . The content popularity vector is N = (N s,f ) s∈S Π ,f ∈F . It can be measured or estimated by a combination of user location and mobility statistics, mobile application usage, as well as the history of past cache queries, see [37] .
4) User Association Variables and Constraints:
In order to make optimal decisions, the CP has two types of information at its disposal: the popularity vector N and the MNO's user association policy Π. Knowledge of N and Π allows the CP to take decisions based on the expected association of users with CBSs. We assume that the statistics of content popularity are considered static during a time window. Decisions for content placement are taken at the beginning of this window and remain fixed throughout. Since at the beginning of the window, future user positions are yet unknown, we introduce expected association variables. The implemented protocol should associate users to CBSs with frequency equal to the optimal expected value.
In the context of this work, we are only interested in the users who find their request cached at the CBS they are associated to (cache-hit traffic). The association vector of cachehit users to the CBSs is y = (y m,s,f ) m∈M,s∈S Π (m),f ∈F , where y m,s,f represents the expected user traffic from region s requesting content f and associated with CBS m. S Π (m) is the subset of regions whose users can potentially be associated to m according to Π. The vector y has fractional non-negative entries.
User association is unique in the sense that a single user cannot be served by two or more CBSs simultaneously. The total population N s,f can be distributed among the CBSs M(s), and some of it is potentially not associated to any CBS at all. Thus,
This constraint allows for possible splitting of the population N s,f among the CBSs in M(s). The set of assignment vectors feasible to this constraint set is denoted by
Since we are only interested in cache-hit traffic, y m,s,f can only be nonzero if x m,f = 1, i.e. if object f is cached in station m. Since no more than the total population requesting content f in s can be included in y m,s,f , the following constraint set is valid:
This constraint set relates MNO association variables with CP cache placement decisions.
C. CP Savings
The CP uses the general savings function h(·) to measure user association y. This function represents the savings (in e) obtained when users are associated with caches that store the requested content, thus avoiding use of its data centers. In this paper, we consider any monotonously increasing, continuously differentiable and concave savings function. Two choices for h(·) are particularly of interest: i) In case that the CP is solely interested in maximizing the hit ratio, it can choose h(·) as a linear function. ii) Choosing h(·) as the sum of strictly concave functions (one function per CBS), the CP can include aspects such as soft resource requirements and load-balancing. The discussion over particular choices of h(·), which result in problems with different objectives, is postponed to Section V. The particular choices allow additional communication conditions (e.g. fading and interference) to be included in h.
D. MNO Policy
The way the MNO associates users to CBSs determines the association vector y, and depends on the MNO's user association policy Π. Examples for such policies are: 1) CLOSEST: Association to the closest covering CBS. 2) OPT: Association maximizing the CP's savings function. Observe that (4) implies that cache-hits (vector y) depend on the placement x in all cases. The resulting association vector is denoted by y Π (x). If Π = CLOSEST, the association entry y m,s,f is positive only for users that find their content cached. However, association actions do not depend on placement x.
On the other hand, if Π = OPT, the MNO fully cooperates with the CP in the sense that it always adapts its association vector y to the placement x such that the CP's savings function h is maximized. This is achieved by splitting traffic among CBSs given multi-coverage. For the two policies Π = OPT and Π = CLOSEST, the set of association regions S Π is different as explained in III-B (User Association). We illustrate this difference in the example of Fig. 2 . For both policies, the association vector is the optimal solution to the User Association problem
. This problem is convex, thus always tractable. Note, however, that for CLOSEST, the above problem is trivial. The solution is simply the covered users within the Voronoi cell of each CBS that request cached content. We will come back to a general solution of the UA for OPT in Section VI.
E. Problem Statement
The objective of the CP is to lease cache memory at the CBSs and place content into it such that the relation of its expected savings to the leasing cost is optimal. As mentioned, the savings are given by the function h(·) that takes as input the user association vector y Π (x) where x is the content placement action and Π is the MNO's association policy. The leasing costs at each CBS m are the product of leased units z m times the price per unit q m that is set by the MNO. Through this price, the CP is charged for making use of cache memory. An additional fee for the appropriate user association and content delivery can be included. Formally, the CP seeks a feasible tuple of vectors (x, z) ∈ X that maximizes the objective function h(y Π (x)) − m∈M q m z m . The CP's Cache Leasing and Content Placement problem (CLCP) can be formulated as the Non-Linear MixedInteger Problem (NLMIP)
where m is a CBS, s is a planar network region and f is a data file. Special Case: For zero costs and unit file size under the CLOSEST policy with linear savings function h, it is optimal to store k m locally Most Popular Content in each CBS m.
F. Complexity
Even with a linear savings function h and without taking cache leasing into account, the CLCP problem is NP-hard.
Proposition 1: The CLCP problem is NP-hard. Proof: Assuming that h can be evaluated in polynomial time, a certificate can be checked in polynomial time, thus the problem is in NP. Now, we show a polynomial-time reduction from the Helper Decision problem (HD) presented in [4] . The reduction identifies users (in HD) with regions (in CLCP) and helpers (HD) with CBSs (CLCP). An instance of HD is transformed into a CLCP instance in the following way: Setting b f = b MU = 1 and k m = M and all prices q m to 0 eliminates the variables z m and provides that (1) and (2) (4) for all m, s, f , then whenever a CBS covering a region s stores the requested content f , all user traffic from the region will be associated with some CBS. Thus,
and 0 otherwise. Choosing N s,f (CLCP) as P f (HD) for all regions s shows that, defined this way, the objective function of CLCP is equivalent to the objective function of HD. This is a polynomial time transformation which concludes the proof. Note that in [4] NP-completeness is proved for catalog size two.
IV. SOLUTION
The CLCP problem is very difficult to be solved even numerically by existing software, due to its high complexity. It is a mixed-integer problem with non-linear objective. We thus need to proceed analytically. The solution technique that resolves this problem is Generalized Benders decomposition by Schrijver [38] and Geoffrion [39] which converges to the global optimum. This method can decompose our problem in a way that removes the non-linearity from the discrete problem. The decomposed discrete problem, called Master, is linear and thus simpler to deal with. As a second by-product there appears a continuous convex subproblem called Slave, which can be solved by standard techniques (e.g. Lagrangian). Observe that due to Proposition 1, our solution algorithm cannot be polynomial even with linear savings function unless P = NP. However, a state-of-the-art MIP solver can be used for the iterative solution of Master. Its performance is shown in Section VII. In what follows, we give an overview over Generalized Benders decomposition applied to CLCP.
CLCP can be decomposed into two problems called Master and Slave. Master decides about cache leasing and content placement in the prefetching phase. Slave computes the optimal user association for a fixed content placement in the delivery phase. We obtain (Master) max
where h(y(x)) is the objective value of (Slave) y(x) = arg max
.
Note that the Master problem can be treated by the CP, the Slave by the MNO. X is discrete and finite and Y Π is compact and convex. Slave is the UA-Π problem from Section III-D which is generally non-linear. Thus, Master cannot be solved directly. It can be solved, however, by following an iterative procedure that deals with this problem by solving a sequence of Slave problems for different values of x (and z). The solutions to Slave are used to construct (linear) Benders cuts that constitute approximations to Slave. The Benders cuts are iteratively introduced as constraints of the Surrogate Problems which are linear approximations to Master. With each iteration, the approximation improves until the optimal solution of Master is found.
A. Benders Cuts
Let {(x t , z t ) ∈ X | t = 1, . . . , T } be a set of vector tuples feasible to Master for some T ≥ 0. Let y t := y(x t ) denote a corresponding vector that optimizes Slave for given x t . Let
,f ∈F be the vector of Lagrangian multipliers corresponding to the constraints (4).
Slave is a convex problem. Thus, the duality theorem of convex programming implies
for all feasible vectors x. This upper bound to Slave is called Benders cut. Reformulated, we get
where
B. Surrogate Problem
For a set of T Benders cuts (for some T ≥ 1), we obtain an upper bound to the original problem CLCP by solving the Surrogate IP
The optimal objective value to the surrogate problem is denoted by SUR T . The optimal solution consists of x T +1 , z T +1 and γ T +1 . Note that the auxiliary variable γ, together with the Benders cuts, approximates Slave linearly. This way, SUR-T avoids the non-linearity which creates the difficulty for solving Master.
C. Benders Iteration and Convergence
Generalized Benders decomposition is an iterative process. We start in step 0 with an initial feasible tuple of leasing and placement vectors (x 0 , z 0 ) ∈ X and without any Benders cuts. At the start of step T ≥ 0, we have the current leasing and placement (x T , z T ) ∈ X and T Benders cuts.
1) Slave: We solve Slave with input x
T to obtain the optimal association vector y T . Clearly, since the triple x T , z T and y T are feasible to the original problem CLCP, its corresponding objective value provides a lower bound to the optimal value of CLCP. Additionally, we compute the Lagrangian multipliers λ T and the corresponding (T + 1)-th Benders cut (5). Proof: Objective function and constraints can be evaluated in polynomial time, thus the problem is in NP. Now, we reduce SET COVER to SUR-T . In the SET COVER decision problem, the question is if there is a subset S of a collection of sets F ⊆ 2 T with cardinality less than or equal to S such that the S = T where T is the universe. For the reduction, we identify the Benders cuts t with the elements in the universe T . The files f are in bijection to the sets in the family F . Note that then, the SET COVER decision problem can be written as: Are there The reduction is performed in polynomial time. This concludes the proof.
Despite the fact that SUR-T is NP-hard, state of the art MIP solvers such as CPLEX are capable of solving SUR-T in reasonable runtime. Approximation algorithms for SUR-T are a topic for future research.
D. Implementation Considerations
Here, we provide a short discussion about information exchange between the entities solving Slave and SUR-T towards the global optimum. The SUR-T problem that solves the leasing and content placement aspect requires information on the price per cache unit. For each Benders cut, the vector of Lagrangian multipliers (dual prices) of the user association together with the optimal objective value of Slave need to be communicated. Knowledge of the spatial popularity statistics in this phase is reasonably assumed.
On the other hand, the Slave problem as formulated needs to know the exact utility h of the CP together with a subset of the popularity statistics which is related to the content the CP aims to cache. Hence, although the content placement and user association decisions are treated separately in two intertwined optimization problems, Slave does require sensitive information from the CP.
To overcome the implicit conflict of interest, a first suggestion can be that the MNO informs the CP about its general association policy Π to cooperate or not, together with the cache price. The CP can then solve both problems and after having identified the optimal association vector it can give association suggestions to the MNO each time a potential cache-related user emerges (as proposed in Remark 1). Obviously, such approach requires a more integrated interaction between the two actors. A second proposal could be that the MNO solves Slave by using estimates on the CP savings function and popularity data. The resulting association solution communicated to the CP via the Lagrangian multipliers will generate a different set of Benders cuts for the CP. Obviously, in this case the final solution is suboptimal. An interesting extension of the current research would be to mathematically investigate the quality of such solution.
V. SPECIAL CASES
The savings function h introduced in Section III-C maps the user association vector y onto the savings h(y) (in e). In the following, we give examples of specific expressions for h(·) and explain what each example implies for the solution. We denote the cache-hit traffic volume associated to CBS m through vector y by
A. Linear Savings (Case i in Simulations)
As a first case, the cache-hit user traffic of CBSs is linearly mapped onto monetary benefits for the CP, i.e.
where c is the savings (in e) per cache hit. Since the popularity vector is constant, the savings value is proportional to the hit ratio. The latter is simply calculated by
With a linear savings function, the slave problem becomes easily tractable for any association policy Π, including CLOSEST and OPT: Given a CP vector x, the MNO can freely distribute users among the covering CBSs M(s) which have f cached. The association to any CBS contributes equally to the savings. If no m ∈ M(s) caches f , then y m,s,f = 0, hence no cache hit from region s for file f .
B. Separable Concave Savings (Case ii in Simulations)
As a second case, we introduce the sum of strictly concave functions, one per CBS, taking as argument the associated traffic volume. The strict concavity of the utility functions implies diminishing returns for user traffic in every CBS. This way, the MNO has the incentive to associate users with underused CBSs while the overuse of CBSs is disincentivized. This choice for h can model physical resource limitations on each CBS that prohibit the good service of users when their volume becomes very high.
Formally, we define utility functions U m (·) for every m ∈ M which are monotonously increasing, strictly concave and continuously differentiable. The input of the utility functions is the cache-hit traffic volume at the CBS. The savings function is the sum of all utility functions. We obtain
where c is the scaled utility of cache-hits (in e). The load can be balanced among the CBSs by guaranteeing fairness with regards to associated volume. Some notions of fairness are max-min, α− and proportional fairness. Each of them is achieved by appropriate choice of the utility functions (see [40] , [41] ). E.g. for proportional fairness, utilities are chosen as (weighted) logarithms.
For any association policy Π, the slave problem with savings function as in (8) is a convex problem.
C. Weighted Savings
In the previous section, there was no differentiation between wireless users in the objective function. Here, we introduce weights w m,s,f ≥ 0 that are specific to users from region s requesting content f associated to CBS m. This generalization allows to include costs and benefits from associating certain user groups to particular stations. The weighted traffic volume at CBS m is
where w is the vector of weights. A weighted version of the linear h L,w (y) and concave h N,w (y) savings function can then be introduced.
1) Prioritized Caching:
If the weights w m,s,f are proportional to the file sizes b f , files of larger size that create more burden to the backbone are favorized to be cached. If they are inversely proportional, files of smaller size are preferred. Another work with similar objectives is [14] .
2) FemtoCaching: The users in [4] are equivalent to the regions as defined in our work. By choosing w m,s,f as the delay weights (see [4, maximization (3) ]) together with zero leasing costs, FemtoCaching is a special case of linear weighted CLCP (see also proof of Proposition 1 in Section III). Fig. 3 . A network consisting of two CBSs. The circular areas with solid line depict the areas around each CBS, where the received signal emitted by this station is above a certain threshold. For each CBS, we choose here to differentiate between two zones of signal strength (strong, weak), separated by the dashed lines. In the regions where there is disc overlap, users experience interference from the CBS they are not associated to. We can identify in this way 7 different regions with different overlaps.
D. Wireless Throughput (Case iii in Simulations)
The weights can represent the downlink throughput between a user and a CBS (other work with the same objective is [25] ). For such a weights choice, the channel quality between m and s is a constant value h m,s that depends on a reference distance and the path loss exponent. The emitted power level of m is denoted by p m and the noise level by σ 2 . Then, the signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of users in region s when associated to covering CBS m is
where we assume that the interference from CBSs not covering s is negligible. For the downlink transmission from CBS m to region s, the throughput is equal to
where B [Hz] is a chunk of bandwidth allocated to each served user. The total service bandwidth per CBS is equal to the product of B [Hz] times the users routed to the CBS. Using the value (11) as weights, CLCP takes into account that it is favorable for a CBS to serve users with good radio conditions in order to use its resources effectively. Note that, we can also define other weights that depend on file f , for example w m,s,f = g(w m,s /b f ), where g(·) is some increasing function and b f is the file size. Such expression would then evaluate throughput over the requested file-size, giving larger weight w to (and thus favoring) smaller file sizes. Fig. 3 shows an example of network regions with corresponding wireless performance weights (SINR values one stationâŁ™s signal as beneficial and the otherâŁ™s as interference). We would like to emphasize that the arbitrarily many levels of signal strength on the coverage area of each station can be introduced by appropriately redefining the area partition S. The modelling tradeoff is between the precision of communications aspects and the runtime of the optimization process.
VI. DISTRIBUTED SOLUTION ALGORITHM FOR SLAVE
We present a distributed solution to the user association problem when the most general utility function is chosen as
The special case of unweighted utilities as in (8) has been considered in previous work [1] . Following the Slave problem formulation, cache leasing and content placement decisions are assumed to be fixed. Only users located in a covered region s ∈ S(m) and requesting cached content with x m,f = 1 can be associated to cache m. By eliminating all variables y m,s,f that are forced to be 0 for Slave, the constraints (4) are redundant and are omitted.
1) Dual method for the Augmented Lagrangian:
We solve the user association problem using the dual method on the Augmented Lagrangian (see [42, Sec. 3.4 .4]) relaxing constraints (3). To achieve a distributed solution, the regular Lagrangian is not appropriate since the objective is not strictly concave in the primal variables and hence the primal solution is not unique. This creates conflicts when different stations compete for the same users in the solution process of the primal subproblem, i.e. taking distributed decisions may not be globally feasible. However, convergence can be guaranteed for the Augmented Lagrangian
where λ := (λ s,f ), s ∈ S, f ∈ F is the dual vector with λ s,f ≥ 0 and > 0 is a penalizing factor. In order to maximize (13) in a distributed way, we apply Diagonal Quadratic Approximation (DQA) to find the primal solution for given dual values (see [1] for details). In every DQA iteration, a separate primal problem needs to be solved.
2) Separated Primal Solution: Before stating the separated primal problem, we simplify the notation for this section. For convenience, we define the pool of potential users for the CBS
The index q will be used as equivalent to the double index s, f in this section, e.g. we write N q instead of N s,f . Furthermore, since the problem is separated by CBS, we omit the index m, writing y q instead of y m,s,f , y instead of y m , and Q instead of Q(m). The separated primal problem is then
whereN q is the remaining user population not served by other CBSs in the previous DQA step (might be negative, see [1] for details), and a q := λ q + N q . The equation to (14) comes from the development of the quadratic term and from omitting the additive constants which do not affect the optimal choice of values for the variables. In the following, we will denote the objective function of (14) by g(y).
Problem (14) is a convex optimization problem. Methods for solving this type of problem such as the gradient descent method are well known. However, their speed of convergence can be an issue. Here, we present a problem specific solution method that does not depend on convergence and solves (14) exactly and efficiently. Our method is based on the insight that the optimal solution lies within a one-dimensional subspace of its |Q|-dimensional domain. The following theorem characterizes this subspace.
Proposition 3: Let y * be defined as in (14) . Then, there exists ν
with
In the above,q := argmax q∈Q a q /w q and f q (ν) = (w q /wq) ν − (w q /wq)β q . In other words, the optimal vector y * can be determined by finding the optimal value ν * . This fact considerably reduces the complexity of finding y * . The value ν ≥ 0 can be interpreted as the water level in a scenario in which |Q| buckets of varying width w q /wq and height (wq/w q )N q are positioned at different bottom levels. When the water level is below or exactly at bottom level β q of bucket q, the bucket is empty. Otherwise, the bucket is filled up to level ν unless the water level is higher than the upper edge of the bucket at (wq/w q )N q +β q . In that case, the bucket is filled to its capacity of N q . In between, the volume in the bucket is exactly f q (ν). This observation leads to an algorithm solving (14) efficiently: Starting from water level ν = 0, let the water level increase. The water volumes represent the variables in y. The algorithm (see Algorithm 1 for detailed presentation) terminates when the optimal value ν * is reached. This is true when the maximum of the objective function of (14) is reached or when all buckets are full. An example for such an arrangement of buckets is shown in Fig. 4 a) . The proof of Proposition 3 can be found in the Appendix.
We can now describe the novel Generalized Bucketfilling algorithm that efficiently finds the optimal solution to UA-primal-m (see Algorithm 1) .
Observe that step 2 can be done in O(|Q| log(|Q|)) operations with a sorting algorithm such as quicksort. Thus, it dominates steps 1 and 3 that each need O(|Q|) operations.
Step 5 is executed up to 2 |Q| times, since every regionfile tuple is activated and deactivated no more than one time each. Assuming that f q and ∂/∂y q g(y) can be evaluated in O (1) , the runtime of the loop in steps 5 and 6 is O(|Q|). This shows that the overall runtime is dominated by sorting in step 2 and thus is O(|Q| log(|Q|)) = O(ŜF log(ŜF )) wherê S is the largest number of regions covered by any CBS and F the largest number of files that can be cached by any CBS. Fig. 4 . Illustration of the Bucket-filling algorithm. Each bucket q is placed with its bottom at level βq and has a width of wq/wq, a height of (wq/wq)Nq and unit depth. The buckets are filled to a common level -or until they are full. The algorithm halts when further increasing the water level ν starts decreasing the objective value.
Algorithm 1 Generalized Bucket-Filling (Solves UA-Primalm With Objective Function (12)) 1: Chooseq ∈ Q such that aq/wq ≥ a q /w q for all q. This algorithm is executed for every CBS in every DQA iteration which is why its efficiency is paramount.
VII. EXPERIMENTS AND NUMERICAL EVALUATION
A. Environment
We simulate cellular networks in an urban environment and calculate the optimal cache leasing and content placement for 6 cases which differ in savings function and user association policy: The savings function h is chosen as: i) Linear as in (7) .
ii) The sum of utility functions as in (8) where all utility functions U m are chosen as the natural logarithm to achieve proportional fairness for the user traffic at the CBSs. iii) The weighted sum of utilities as in (12) where the weights are defined as in (11) and the utility functions are identities. This way, the sum of utilities is equal to the network throughput. For each of the three cases of savings functions, the MNO's user association policy is a) the MNO-CP cooperative policy OPT or b) the conventional policy CLOSEST. In each case, we simulated 100 random sets of CBS positions as a Poisson Point Process (PPP). This means that their total number in each run is a random Poisson realization, and their positions are uniformly distributed in the simulation window. The density of the PPP is 0.8 CBS km 2 for the cases i) (linear savings) as well as iii) (weighted linear savings) and 0.6 CBS km 2 for the cases ii) (log-savings). This implies an average minimal distance of 560m and 650m between the CBS positions, respectively. For the cases i) and iii), the evaluation window has size 5000 × 5000m 2 , while the cases ii) were evaluated in a 3000 × 3000m 2 window. The expected number of CBSs in the evaluated windows is 20 for case i) and iii) and 5.4 for case ii). In both cases, a larger area was simulated to avoid edge effects. The coverage radius varies from 400m to 1200m. The MNO price per unit size cache memory at all CBSs varies (0.01e-2.00e). The user population is distributed uniformly over the network with a density of 30 users per km 2 . The total simulated file catalog contains 100 objects. The content popularity follows the Zipf distribution with parameter 0.6 unless explicitly stated otherwise. The available cache size from the MNO is set to the catalog size so that only the pricing influences cache leasing decisions.
B. Implementation
All simulations have been performed using a native JAVA simulation environment. User association corresponding to the solution of the slave problem in Sections IV and V is entirely done by optimization algorithms that we developped in the lab, outlined in Section VI. The surrogate problem SUR-T in Section VI is solved using the state of the art mixed-integer problem solver IBM CPLEX 12.7.0 in combination with IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio. The experiments have been performed on a machine with a 2.40 GHz 16-core processor and 48 GB RAM.
C. Results for Linear Savings Function (case i)
At first, we present the simulation results for linear savings function. On average, the optimal solution was obtained after 2 Benders iterations. We emphasize case i.a) which performs OPT user association and compare it with case i.b) CLOSEST. Fig. 5(a) illustrates how the hit ratio in case i.a) depends on the price per cache unit for different coverage radii. For all radii, the hit ratio decreases with increasing prices.
With lowest price (0.01e/Unit), the CP leases in each CBS the entire memory available, so the hit ratio is 100%. As the price increases, the CP leases less units, and the hit ratio is reduced. This happens more quickly in networks with smaller coverage areas because there are less users covered by each CBS and also less coverage overlap area. When the price reaches a high level (2e), the cost from leasing cache memory exceeds the benefit from cache hits and the hit ratio drops to 0% for all coverage radii. The differences between the curves in Fig. 5 (a) diminish with higher radii where multi-coverage is already high enough.
The CP's leasing and placement decisions for networks with coverage radius 1000m for the policies OPT (i.a) and CLOSEST (i.b) are shown in Fig. 5(b) . For each price, there are two columns: The lefthand-side column represents the i.a) case, the righthand-side column i.b). The height of each column is the average amount of cache units per CBS which are leased for the respective price. The subdivisions of each column represent the popularity of the files stored in the leased memory space: The bottom part are the ten most popular files, the second-to-bottom part are the files of popularity rank 11 to 20 and so on. For the lowest cache price (0.01e), all 100 available units are leased: For both assignment policies, the amount of leased cache memory decreases with increasing price. For all prices, Fig. 5(b) shows that the less popular files are represented more frequently with OPT than with CLOSEST, especially for prices ≥ 0.1e. There is more diversity of visible content with the OPT placement. Fig. 5 (c) directly compares OPT with CLOSEST. For all prices the hit ratio achieved by OPT (case i.a) is higher than the one achieved by the CLOSEST policy (case i.b). The relative hit ratio differences are higher when the coverage area of the CBSs is higher. For higher prices, the CLOSEST hit ratio is close to 0, therefore the relative differences can become very high.
While Fig. 5 shows the caching benefits for the CP, the costs it has to pay in return to the MNO (in case OPT) are depicted in Fig. 6(a) . The CP costs equal the MNO income. This amount can be calculated by multiplying the number of leased cache units with the price per unit. The maximum of the curve can be clearly identified for each radius. This is the operational point for the MNO when the latter aims for maximum income. The maxima are higher for larger coverage areas, while the difference in income decreases with increasing radius. Furthermore, the higher the coverage radius, the higher the cache leasing price at which the maximum is achieved.
The relation between hit ratio and MNO income can be seen in Fig. 6(b) : The x-axis displays the hit ratio achieved, the y-axis shows the income the MNO earns. Again, the income is higher in networks with larger coverage area. The maximum income for all simulated networks can be found for an achieved hit ratio between 80-90%. Conversely, if the CP decides to invest a certain sum, it can maximally achieve the rightmost of the two corresponding hit ratio values under the condition that the MNO chooses the pricing strategy most favorable to the CP.
The experimental results presented until now are based on a Zipf parameter of 0.6. However, a varying Zipf parameter influences the results: Fig. 6(c) shows that the higher the price, the lower the hit ratio for any Zipf parameter in case i.a). This is due to the fact that lower price implies more leased units for the CP. For all prices (except the lowest one which achieves a hit ratio of near 100% throughout), the hit ratio increases with increasing Zipf parameter: With higher Zipf parameter, the population share requesting the most popular files becomes higher, thus caching popular files becomes more profitable. Also, for the same price, the leased cache memory is more effective with higher Zipf parameters. The lower the Zipf parameter, the more pronounced the differences in hit ratio between different cache prices since the benefits from overlapping coverage are bigger when content popularity is more even.
D. Results for Log Savings Function per CBS (Case ii)
Here, we present the experimental results of case ii) in which the savings function is the sum of logarithms. The optimal solution was obtained after 8 Benders iterations on average. Fig. 7(a) shows the hit ratio for varying cache unit price both for the OPT (different coverage radii) and the CLOSEST policies. Due to the specific choice of the logarithmic savings function of case ii) the CLOSEST association gives identical cache leasing and content placement results for all coverage radii. For every coverage radius and every cache unit price, the OPT policy achieves a higher hit ratio than the CLOSEST policy. Furthermore, the higher the coverage radius in case ii.a), the higher the hit ratio. The hit ratio improvement can reach over 15 percentage points using OPT. With increasing prices, caching becomes less profitable and the hit ratio decreases.
The advantage to the hit ratio of the OPT policy (ii.a) can be explained by the optimal content placement shown in Fig. 7(b) . Each pair of columns represents cache leasing and content placement for a certain unit price. Each left column represents the decisions according to OPT, each right column the decisions according to CLOSEST. The height is the average amount of cache units leased per CBS. The inner sections of the columns represent the content placement in all of the CBSs: The lowest section are the 10 most popular files, the second lowest the files ranked 11 to 20 and so on. It can be seen that particularly for low cache unit prices, the diversity of cached content is higher in case ii.a) than in case ii.b). For the lowest price (0.01e), CLOSEST provides only content from the more popular half of the catalog, while OPT places content from the tail of the catalog as well.
The main purpose of choosing the specific savings function in ii.a) is, however, the balancing of traffic load among the CBSs in order to avoid excess of resources by user overflow which will lead to service dissatisfaction. Fig. 7(c) shows that the additional load (from the increase in hit ratio using OPT, see Fig. 7(a) ) is distributed to the less loaded CBSs. The two upper (solid) lines in the graph represent the maximum load of a CBS in relation to the overall covered population per CBS both in the cases ii.a) and ii.b). The two lower (dashed) lines are the minium loaded CBS. The maximum loaded CBSs in both ii.a) and ii.b) coincide as the figure shows. The minimum loaded CBS of ii.a) is higher than the ii.b), showing that excess users coming from the higher hit ratio are associated to the less loaded stations.
The three plots show that the OPT policy achieves an increase in hit ratio (good for both the CP and the MNO) while at the same time diversifying the cached content (good for the user) and avoiding an overload of CBSs (good for everybody).
E. Policy Comparison
In order to illustrate the true benefits of OPT over CLOSEST (with linear savings) as well as over other content placement policies, spatially inhomogeneous content popularity should be considered. We evaluate here a traffic scenario in which the network window is symmetrically divided such that on each side, the popularity of files follows a Zipf distribution with parameter 0.6, but the ten most popular files on one side are swapped with the second most popular decile on the other side to give locally differing popularity distributions. We fix the cache sizes uniformly and do not consider the leasing mechanism, enabling comparisons with known content placement policies that do not take cache leasing into account. Fig. 8(a) shows that for a large range of cache sizes, OPT provides a 50% relative gain in hit ratio over CLOSEST. Compared to other placement policies such as geographic caching (GEO, see [5] ), caching of globally Most Popular Content (MPC) and uniformly random caching (RANDOM), the OPT policy provides considerable gains in each case. This result works strongly in favour of our suggestion that the MNO and CP should closely collaborate for user-association decisions.
F. Sensitivity to Traffic Estimation Errors
The actual content request distribution can diverge from the statistics on which the cache leasing and content placement decisions are based. We evaluate the effect of a diverging Zipf parameter of the popularity distribution on the hit ratio of CP decisions based on parameter 0.6 (linear savings).
From Fig. 8(b) it can be seen that if the Zipf parameter was underestimated for leasing and placement, the hit ratio will be higher than expected as well. Conversely, an overestimated Zipf parameter leads to a decrease in the obtained hit ratio.
G. Results for Throughput Maximization (Weighted Linear Savings Function, Case iii)
Finally, we present the simulation results for throughput maximization. On average, the optimal solution was obtained after 2 Benders iterations. The CBSs have a coverage radius of 1000m and a power of p = 1W . Every station has two coverage zones, one in the inner half of the coverage radius, one in the outer half. The channel h m,s is calculated assuming a path loss exponent of 4. For the calculation of the SINR (see (10) ), the distance of any user in the zone with strong signal (≤ 500m distance to the CBS) is assumed to be 500m, in the weak signal zone it is assumed to be 1000m. The noise is σ 2 = 10 −12 W. For each network, three different frequency reuse scenarios are simulated. In case of full frequency reuse ("1-freq"), each user uniformly gets assigned the bandwidth of B = 1MHz. All neighboring CBSs induce interference to each other. In a second scenario "2-freq", every station can operate on half of the total spectrum (random coin toss). To potentially serve the same number of users as in 1-freq, every associated user is served on half of the previous bandwidth, i.e. B = 0.5MHz. But in this case, the benefit is that only neighboring stations with the same half of the spectrum interfere. For "3-freq", the same principle is applied for a division of the spectrum into 3 orthogonal parts.
For this run of experiments, the savings function is the linear weighted sum of traffic with the weights chosen as user throughputs (9) . The valuation of the savings is set to c = 1e/MBits which implies that any achieved throughput of more than 1MBits per invested Euro brings the CP into profit. Fig. 8(c) shows the total throughput per invested Euro ("caching efficiency") over cache leasing price (between 0.1e and 1.6e) for the user association policies OPT and CLOSEST, each for the different frequency reuse scenarios. Observe that OPT yields a significantly higher caching efficiency than CLOSEST throughout. The relative difference between the two user association policies is greatest in the 2-freq scenario whereas the absolute system performance is maximised with 1-freq. This is due to the fact that for 2-freq, center users receive less bandwidth than in 1-freq even though interference is low. Interference reduction and system performance of 2-freq and 3-freq can be improved, however, by assigning the parts of the spectrum to CBSs in a more intelligent way than uniformly randomly. Depending on frequency reuse, the MNO can offer profit through caching (≥1MBits/e) to the CP even when the cache-price is set high.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose a business model in which an MNO leases edge caches to a CP. The CP's objective is to maximize its savings through offloading of traffic from its data centers to the wireless caches while limiting the cache leasing costs. The optimality of the CP decisions depends on the MNO's user association policy as well as its pricing strategy.
The problem is modelled as a NLMIP taking the perspective of the CP. Network topology, association policy, pricing as well as CP savings function are general. Radio conditions and wireless node resource constraints can be included. An optimal solution to the general problem is found by applying Generalized Benders decomposition. The solution method converges to the global optimum and allows for each of the players to take separate actions iteratively.
Extensive experiments for random network topologies allow to compare the optimal CP decisions for different MNO association policies, cache prices, as well as CP savings functions. In all versions of the problem, we have identified a unique price that maximizes the MNO revenue. It depends on how much the CP valorizes traffic offloading achieved by the edge caches. This information is included in the CPâŁ™s choice of the savings function. Another main conclusion is that MNO association policies which adhere to CP actions and exploit multi-coverage opportunities achieve higher offloading benefits for a given monetary investment. All these results suggest that the CP and MNO can jointly develop cooperative business models related to caching, that lead to considerable economic as well as operational benefits for both parties.
In future research, the model can be extended to include several CPs that compete for one or multiple MNO storage resources. Each MNO can either aim for the social optimum e.g. sum hit-rate maximization, or can target its own profit maximization. In each case, different pricing strategies should be considered. 
APPENDIX
Proof of Proposition
With this equation, we deduce (15) for any q ∈ Q: Firstly, if 0 < y * q ≤ N q + β q , then γ q = 0 follows from (19) and y * q = f q (ν) holds due to (21) . Secondly, if y * q = 0, then γ q ≤ 0 by (19) . Then (21) The last step is true due to the choice ofq = arg max q∈Q a q /w q .
